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using these models, which leads to bad QoS. Zafer et al. [5]
developed a blocking probability analysis for a multi-hop wireless
line and grid networks. The authors focused on the effect of
transmission radius of the nodes and dynamic channel assignment
algorithm. Xiukui et al. [6] demonstrated that the PU and SU can
coexist in a network and the SU can directly access the channels
allocated for the PU. The calls of the PU are closely monitored by
the SU. A prediction technique has been proposed by the authors
to guess the arrival of PU. However, this model lacks the channel
updating scheme. The optimum architecture for the CRBS is
discussed in detail by the authors in ref [7]. Bajpai et al. [8],
authors discussed a spectrum allocation scheme for a Cooperative
Cognitive Radio Network (CCRN). The scheme involved leasing
out of the spectrum reserved for the PU to SU. However, this work
does not cover the spectrum sensing methods.
Xiukui et al. [9] developed a prediction algorithm to predict
the PU traffic and SU traffic. The prediction of the traffic was
based on the spectrum sharing. The accessibility of the channels
meant for the PU was estimated in terms of the probability for the
SU allocation. The methods developed in this work are
computationally expensive and it was difficult to implement this
scheme practically. Authors of another similar research work [10]
also performed analysis and developed a predictive algorithm to
estimate the PU traffic. Cooperative spectrum sharing by means
of static cognitive radio nodes over different service providers
have been proposed by Kaniezhil et al. [11]. Centralized channel
allocation was discussed in detail in [12]-[15]. A mobile
switching center allocates the channels to the calls in centralized
channel allocation since only mobile switching center has the
information about the channel usage information. Mobile
switching center allocates the channels in such way that there
would be no interference of the channels. Whenever, each cell
releases or allocates channels, it immediately notifies the mobile
switching center and hence the later has all the information about
the status of channels in all the cells. However, the centralized
channel allocation system suffers a drawback. It suffers from the
single point failure and the whole network system comes to halt
when the mobile switching center fails. This scheme is not only
scalable, but also not reliable.
The distributed channel allocation schemes [16]-[20] are more
versatile and reliable than that of the centralized channel
allocation schemes. There is no mobile switching center in the
distributed channel allocation system and each cell has a base
station to assign the channels. Each station takes the decision
based on the local information and does not depend on the
neighboring cells or base stations. However, the base station
which allocates the channels, communicates with all other base
stations about its decision so that the channel is not reserved or
allocated by the other base stations.
The channel allocation algorithms by the base station can be
based on the first fit or random assignment. In this work, the
drawbacks of the first fit and random assignment are discussed

Abstract
In this paper, a novel method to estimate the unsuccessful probability
is proposed by combining the unnecessary probability and the blocking
probability. The Unnecessary probability is the probability when the
mobile node is unnecessarily handed over and the blocking probability
is the one when the network is not able to assign the channel to the
mobile now. A new design of new channel assignment method for
cognitive radio system is presented. The first fit method and the random
assignment methods are also implemented for the cognitive radio
application as a baseline. The PU and SU call blocking are modeled for
all the three methods. It is shown that advantages of first fit method
and the random assignment methods are combined into the new
method, namely, selective assignment method. Simulation are
conducted for the various network parameters like number of channels,
number of links, load on each link, percentage of the PU versus SU
calls etc. It is shown that selective assignment method yields better
results than that of the first fit method and the random assignment
methods. Finally, the blocking probabilities are combined with the
unnecessary handover probabilities of a three-node network to
determine the unsuccessful handover probabilities of the first fit,
random assignment and selective assignment methods.
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Cognitive Radio, Random Assignment, First Fit Assignment, Selective
Assignment, Unnecessary Probability, Blocking Probability,
Unsuccessful Handover Probability

1. INTRODUCTION
Quality of service (QoS) is very important to ensure that the
calls get transmitted from one point to other point. The QoS is not
just necessary but it should be optimum enough to guarantee high
throughput. The resources of the network should be effectively
used with optimum QoS. The QoS can be optimized with the call
arrival rate, call termination rate, holding time of the calls,
blocking probability etc. In a cognitive radio world, there are
licensed users and unlicensed users. The licensed users are known
as Primary Users (PU) and the unlicensed users are known as
Secondary Users (SU). In order to guarantee the interference free
communication, the SU must not occupy the channels assigned
for the PU. The Cognitive radio base station (CRBS) assigns the
vacant channels to the PU and SU whenever the calls arrive.
The SUs are allocated the channels meant for the PUs. While
allocating the SU in the channels of PU, it requires dynamically
detecting and identifying the channels that are not in use by the
PU. While performing this task of dynamic detection, there is a
considerable amount of energy consumption. Ahmed et al. [1] and
Elias et al. [2], authors discussed a comprehensive survey on the
state-of-the-art channel assignment algorithms and spectrum
assignment in cognitive radio networks, respectively. Usman et
al. [3] [4] demonstrated channel assignment models for high
priority users in wireless cellular network. The increase in
blocking probability of newly originated calls is the tradeoff in
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and new selective assignment scheme is presented. The selective
assignment method is designed to handle the calls of PU and SU.
Based on the literature review conducted, it is observed that
the channel assignment methods are first fit and random
assignment both for PU and SUs for same sequence of channels.
When a new PU arrives, if the channel is already occupied by a
PU or SU, then it results in blocking. Same thing happens for SU
as well. Hence the blocking probabilities are high with first fit and
random assignment. In order to overcome this, a new channel
assignment that treats PUs and SUs separately is required to be
designed.
Also, when a mobile node is transferred from one network to
another network due to lack of enough bandwidth, if it results in
unnecessary handover along with call blocking in the new
network, then it is much more inefficient than being in the first
network. Hence it is required to determine the total probabilities
considering the unnecessary probability and blocking probability
in a two or three network system, for example. An effort is made
in this research work to determine the total unsuccessful
probability considering both unnecessary handover probability
and blocking probability for a three- network system. The
literature for the methods to estimate the unnecessary handover
can be found from [21]-[23].
In this paper, a new channel assignment method is proposed
in order to reduce the blocking probabilities as low as possible. In
the selective channel assignment, a window of channels can be
reserved for the calls. Same window can be used both for PU and
SU or separate windows can be reserved. When separate windows
are reserved at two extreme ends of the channel sequence, the
blocking probabilities are very least. When first fit or random
assignment is used, the same channels will be allocated to the new
PU or SU, but if they are occupied PU already then it results in
blocking. In the new channel assignment method, the PU channels
are reserved at one end of the sequence and the channels at the
other end which are unused by PU, are reserved for the SUs.
Hence the blocking probabilities are very less in such an
arrangement. In this paper the selective channel assignment
method is presented for different scenarios. Also, a method to
estimate the total unsuccessful probability considering
unnecessary handover probability and blocking probability is
presented.
In section 2, the probability equations derived and the channel
selection methods first fit, random assignment and selective
assignment methods are discussed in detail. Also, the probability
equations are presented for the unnecessary handovers in a threenode network. In section 3, the simulation results for various cases
are presented. Finally, the conclusions are given in the last
section.

LC  L
e
(1)
C!
where, L is the load and the C is the number of channels in the
system. The Poisson’s distribution is applicable for the number of
calls being infinite, but practically, the number of channels is
finite. If the N is the number of infinite calls and n is the number
of finite calls then by approximating the Poisson’s distribution to
finite number of calls, any call that is beyond n will not get service
and assumed to be a NULL. Therefore, the Poisson’s distribution
now become,
P ( L, C ) 

LC
P ( L, C )  nC ! i
L

i 0 i !

(2)

where, Pe(L,C) is known as the Erlangs probability density
function. The blocking probability can be defined as:

Pb, p

Ln
 nn ! i
L

i 0 i !

(3)

A network has the channels and the links. The number of links
and channels are finite in a network. Each link may be considered
as the connection between one base stations to another base
station. Each base station can assign a call to a particular
frequency range or channel and the call gets transmitted from one
base station to the target end base station, to which the receiving
call is connected to. In a cognitive radio networks, the type of
calls can be primary or secondary. Hence each type of call can be
through these channels and links. When the PU calls get the
priority in transmission, SU calls also keep arriving at base station
which must be given the secondary priority. Hence, when the PU
calls are not scheduled, the SU are allocated in those channels and
links. But as soon as the SU call is allocated, a PU call may arrive
which leads to the blocking of the PU call.
Let the arrival rate of the PU call is p and that of the secondary
call is s similarly p and s are the termination rates of PU and
SU respectively. Let the states are represented by xp and xs.
λp P0xs = P1xsμp
(4)
This can be written as

p
P
 p 0 xs

P1xs 

P1xs = ApP0xs
Similarly, from second state to third state

 p P1xs  P2 xs 2 p

2. PROBABILITY MODEL

P2 xs 

Let the Markov chain be represented as M/M/∞. The arrival
rate of the call is represented by  and termination rate by . The
states of the process are defined by no calls, one call, two calls, or
n calls. As per the Markov condition, the probability of entering
into a state depends only on the previous last state, but not on the
previous state states of the last state. If the present state of the
system is Pi, then the probability of transition is from Pi to Pi+1.
The state of any system is given by the Poisson distribution as:

p
2 p

P0 xs

P2xs = ApP0xs
This can also be written as

P2 xs 

Ap2
2!

P0 xs

The generalized form of Eq.(9) is
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Pxp , xs 

Pxp , xs 

Apxp

P0, xs

(10)

Asxs
Pxp ,0
xs !

(11)

xp !

Consider there are three networks A, B and C as shown in Fig.1.
For mathematical purpose, it can be denoted as nodes n1, n2 and
n3. Let the maximum number of channels in the network nodes
are B1, B2 and B3. Let the occupied bandwidth in the network
nodes can be denoted as b1, b2 and b3. Pnj/ni denotes the probability
of mobile node moving from node ni to nj and Pni/ni denotes the
probability of mobile node continue to stay in ni after a time
interval D. The mobile node will be transferred from node n1 to n2
when b2 – b1  L, where L is the minimum gap of number of
channels that should be maintained to take the decision for
handover. More details can be found about wrong decision
probabilities in [22].
Hence,

Let xs  0 , then

Pxp ,0 

Apxp
xp !

P0,0

(12)

Combining both Eq.(11) and Eq.(12),

Pxp ,0 

Apxp Asxs
P0,0
xp ! xs !

(13)

Pn 2 n1  P b2  b1  L ,

Considering entire set of all the states,

Pxp , xs

Axp Axs  A  A 
 p s e p s 
xp ! xs !

Pn1 n 2  P b1  b2  L ,
Pn 3 n 2  P b3  b2  L ,

(14)

Pn 2 n 3  P b2  b3  L ,

The assignment of channels can be done in any of the two
methods:
• First fit method
• Random assignment method
In First fit method, when a PU call or SU call arrives, the first
link of first channel is assigned with that call. The call will move
forwards in the chain of links. When the next call arrives, again
the first link of the first channel is assigned. In this method, the
main disadvantage is the channels at the farther end of the
sequence of the channels are unutilized.
In the random assignment method, the channels are selected
randomly; hence all the channels may get equal chance to service
the calls. But there is a high chance that the calls get blocked since
the calls are assigned randomly. There is a possibility that two
consecutive calls may get assigned to the same channel. The
advantage of using random assignment is all the channels are
utilized uniformly.
In this paper, a new method is proposed, to assign both
primary calls and secondary calls in a wireless network, the
advantages of both the above methods are leveraged. This method
is known as selective approach method. The channels can be
assigned randomly but at the specific window of channels in the
sequence. For examples, when the channels near the start of the
sequence is selected in the window as priority channels, it
becomes equivalent to First fit method. The window can be
chosen randomly at any location; hence it has the advantage like
a random assignment method. The location of the window is the
key in this method to achieve the best performance. More
importantly, the two windows can be chosen as priority for PU
and SU separately. This particular feature is absent in the first fit
and random assignment methods.
In some cases, the handover probabilities need to be
considered along with the blocking probabilities for successful
handover of the mobile unit. If the mobile units are handed over
unnecessarily then if the calls get blocked, it results in a very
severe situation and network will start losing its credibility. Hence
before handing over, the unnecessary handovers are to be
calculated so that risk can be estimated. In the present work, a
three-node network simulated for the unnecessary handovers.

Pn 3 n1  P b3  b1  L , and

P3  P b1  b3  L

(15)
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A
Pn3/n1
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Pn3/n2

B

C
Pn2/n3

1-Pn1/n2-Pn3/n2

1-Pn1/n3-Pn2/n3

Fig.1. Three-Node Network
Unnecessary handover probability can be expressed as
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where,  i ,k is the probability of occupied bandwidth k and  i is
the traffic load in channel i.
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Fig.2. Blocking Probability of First Fit and Random Distribution
for a load 3 Erlangs per link and with 10 Channels, 10 Links
(nodes) and 2000 iterations

(19)

Pn1 n 3  Pn 3 n1  Pn 2 n 3  Pn 3 n 2

The Fig.2 shows the blocking probability of the PU and SU
assignment with first fit and random assignments. The network
has 10 Channels, 10 links and there was a load of 3 Erlangs per
link. It can be concluded from Fig.2 that the random assignment
has higher blocking probability than that of the first fit method
both for the PU and SU. However, the problem with first fit
method is, the channels in the tail end of the frequencies are not
utilized to its capacity. There is always more utilization on the
channels near the head end of the sequence of channels.
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The unsuccessful handover probability can be expressed as

Punsuccessful  UHP  Pblocking

(24)

The blocking probabilities are estimated based on the type of
channel allocation method, i.e. first fit, random assignment or
selective assignment.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation results are presented for algorithms
based on first fit, random assignment and selective assignment
methods for primary unit’s allocation and secondary unit’s
allocation. In the first part only two existing methods, namely,
first fit, random assignment is verified for performance. The
models are simulated for a tandem - networks that has the 10
nodes, 10 channels with 3 Erlangs of load per link and 20 nodes,
11 channels with 5 Erlangs of load per link. In both the cases, the
number of PU calls are 80% of the total calls received. That
means, for 2000 iterations, there are 2000 calls received, of which
1600 calls are PU calls and the remaining 400 calls are SU calls.

Fig.3. Frequency of channel usage by First Fit, Random
Distribution for a load 3 Erlangs per link and with 10 Channels,
10 Links (nodes) and 2000 iterations
It can be observed from Fig.3 that with first fit method,
channel 1 is used 485 times for assignment and Channel 2 is used
450 times, whereas the channels 7, 8, 9 and 10 are used less than
100 times. In case of the random assignment, all channels are used
approximately 200 times, but the blocking probabilities are high
as shown in Fig.2, i.e. 61% for PU and 16% for SU. In case for
First fit, it is 3% and 1.5% respectively for PU and SU.
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selective assignment method may be treated as a combined method
of first fit method and the random assignment method.

Fig.4. Blocking Probability of First Fit and Random Distribution
for a load 5 Erlangs per link and with 20 Link (nodes), 11
Channels and 2000 iterations

Fig.6. Blocking Probability of First Fit, Random Distribution
and Selective Assignment methods for a load 8 Erlangs per link
and with 15 Links (nodes), 10 Channels and 2000 iterations

When the load is increased to 5 Erlangs per link in a 20 links
and 11 channel networks, the blocking probabilities are very high
with 80% for PU and 20% for SU, as shown in Fig.4, when the
random assignment was used. In case of first fit assignment, it is
50% for PU and 13% for SU. The increase in the blocking
probabilities can be attributed to the high load on each link. The
frequency distribution of channel assignment is provided in the
Fig.5.

The Fig.6 shows the blocking probability for the First Fit,
Random Distribution and Selective Assignment methods with
priority near the start of the channel sequence for a load 8 Erlangs
per link and with 15 Links (nodes), 10 Channels and 2000
iterations. The simulations are performed both for PU and SU. Of
the total 2000 calls, 80% of the calls are PU and the remaining
20% are SUs. It can be observed from the Fig.6 that selective
assignment methods have better blocking probability than the first
fit or random assignment. For example, at link 2, selective
assignment has 32% blocking probability for PU, random
assignment has 39% and first fit has 34%. After link 4, random
assignment and selective assignment both have almost similar
blocking probabilities. In case of SUs, the blocking probabilities
are better in case of selective assignments up to the link 5. Since
the number of SU calls are less than that of the PU calls, the
blocking probabilities are much lower in case of SUs for all the
three methods of assignment.

Fig.5. Frequency of channel usage by First Fit, Random
Distribution for a load 5 Erlangs per link and with 20 Links
(nodes), 11 Channels and 2000 iterations
As a next step, a selective assignment method has been
developed as part of this research work. In this method, the
channels are not selected based on the sequence, but based on the
priority set. For example, the channels in the middle are given
priority while assigning the calls or the channels at the end may be
given the preference. This flexibility is not possible when the first
fit method is used. The random assignment method does not have
the flexibility to give the priority either at the beginning of the
sequence or at any desired location. Hence the proposed selective
assignment method has the advantage of the random assignment
and the priority assignment similar to first fit method. Hence the

Fig.7. Frequency of channel usage by First Fit, Random
Distribution and Selective Assignment methods for a load 8
Erlangs per link and with 15 Links (nodes), 10 Channels and
2000 iterations
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From Fig.7, it can be observed that the number of times
channels near the start of the sequence is random up to channel 5
and then the frequency of channel usage is similar to first fit
assignment. In both these cases, the cannels were not properly
used.

in this simulation, the channels at the middle of the sequence were
given priority both for PU and SU. The frequency of utilization is
high near channel 25.

Fig.10. Frequency of channel usage by First Fit, Random
Distribution and Selective Assignment methods for a load 8
Erlangs per link and with 15 Links (nodes), 10 Channels and
8000 iterations

Fig.8. Blocking Probability of First Fit, Random Distribution
and Selective Assignment methods for a load 15 Erlangs per link
and with 20 Links (nodes), 50 Channels and 2000 iterations

An interesting feature of the proposed method can be observed
in Fig.10, where the channels near the beginning of the sequences
are reserved for the PUs and the channels near the end of the
sequence are reserved for the SUs in case of selective assignment
method. With this approach, the blocking probabilities can be
significantly reduced in case of the selective assignment method.
The feature of assigning different priority channels is not possible
in case of first fit assignment and the random assignment method.

The Fig.8 shows the blocking probability for the First Fit,
Random Distribution and Selective Assignment methods with
priority at the middle of the sequence of channels for a load 15
Erlangs per link and with 20 Links (nodes), 50 Channels and 2000
iterations. The Selective assignment and first fit methods both
yielded almost zero blocking probability. This zero blocking
probability was due to the reason that there are 50 channels
available to accommodate 2000 calls. This is true both in cases of
PU and SU.

Fig.11. Blocking Probability of First Fit, Random Distribution
and Selective Assignment methods for a load 8 Erlangs per link
and with 15 Links (nodes), 10 Channels and 8000 iterations

Fig.9. Frequency of channel usage by First Fit, Random
Distribution and Selective Assignment methods for a load 15
Erlangs per link and with 20 Links (nodes), 50 Channels and
2000 iterations

In yet another simulation with the priority given near the start
of the sequence for PU and the near the end of the sequence for
SU, with equal probabilities of arrival of PU and SUs, the Fig.11
shows that there is significant improvement in the blocking
probability for the selective assignment method. The reason
behind the significant improvement is in case of first fit and the
random assignment methods, the same set of channels are

The Fig.9 shows an interesting plot about the distribution of
the utilization of the channels by the selective assignment. Since
the method has the flexibility to provide priority to any window,
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repeated channels both for PU and SU. With selective assignment
method, the PU and SU can be reserved with a set of channels and
hence there is significant reduction in the blocking probability.
The blocking probability is maximum when the reserved channels
in the selective channels are as distant apart as possible between
PUs and SUs.

this paper is more efficient than that of the first fit and the random
assignment methods. The blocking probabilities are combined
with the unnecessary handover probabilities to determine the
unsuccessful handover probabilities of the first fit, random
assignment and selective assignment methods.
Table.1. Summary of all Simulations
Number of Number of Load in
Channels
Nodes Erlangs
10
11

10
20

3
5

10

15

8

50

20

15

10

15

8

Best
Assignment
method
Fig.2
First Fit
Fig.4
First Fit
Selective
Fig.6 Assignment
and First Fit
Selective
Fig.8
Assignment
Selective
Fig.11
Assignment
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as the distance between the window of PU and window of SU
increases, the blocking probabilities become much better than the
first fit and random assignment. When the distance is maximum,
the blocking probability drops by 50% in case of selective
assignment method. Hence, the selective assignment proposed in
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